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Geography Vocabulary Progression Map

Year 1

Topic Continents, oceans, countries and 
capital cities of UK and seas Hot and cold locations Local area map work skills Revisit continents, oceans, UK 

countries, capital cities and sea

Words children should 
already know world, different, map, colour and blue cloud, mountain, sea, extreme and huge indoors, outdoors and map world, different, map, colour and blue

Tier 2 Vocabulary vast, azure, rotated and expanse location, moist, misty, scorched, freezing 
and tropical

built, human, imaginary, natural, place and 
space.

vast, azure, rotated and expanse

Tier 3 Vocabulary ocean, continent, polar and atlas continent, ocean, polar, equator, 
temperature and compass

aerial, connected, environment, feature, 
fieldwork and location

ocean, continent, polar and atlas

Year 2

Topic Study human and physical geography 
in the local area

Comparison of a non-European 
location with small area of UK 

(London and Nairobi)

Local area map work skills and 
introduction to scale

Compare an alternative non-European 
locality (Yanomami - village in a 

rainforest)

Words children should 
already know map, compass, location and vast centimetre, kilometre and thermometer

multiple, centimetre, kilometre and 
thermometer

compare, continent, different, physical and 
tropical

Tier 2 Vocabulary contrast, record, surrounding, natural, 
shelter and observe

urban, sprawling, contrast, horizon and 
striking

increase, decrease, align, symbol, observe 
and sketch

remote, rainforest, isolated, thrive, belief 
and disease

Tier 3 Vocabulary fieldwork, settlement, coastal,  worship, 
location and rural

landmark, country, capital, climate, feature 
and savanna

aerial, scale, cardinal point, valley, port and 
vegetation

indigenous, equator, ecosystem, 
deforestation, sustainability and tribe

Year 3

Topic Local area study UK study Revisit countries, counties and 
regions of the United Kingdom OS maps and scale

Words children should 
already know

aerial, scale, valley, port, vegetation, 
cardinal point 

measure, centimetre, kilometre, forward, 
backward, downward, eastward local, 

locality and location

measure, centimetre, kilometre, forward, 
backward, downward, eastward local, 

locality and location

compass, features, location, physical, 
region, symbol

Tier 2 Vocabulary bisect, precise, accurate, approximately, 
relation and align

extensive, sophisticated, settlement, 
terrain, wilderness and barren

extensive, sophisticated, settlement, 
terrain, wilderness and barren

area, cardinal, historical, landscape, 
measuring and solar

Tier 3 Vocabulary cardinal point, bearing, settlement, 
recreation, harbour and deciduous 

topography, landmarks, region, county, 
scale and contour line

topography, landmarks, region, county, 
scale and contour line

geographical, key, ordinance, scale, survey 
and sustainable
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Year 4

Topic Rivers Latitude and longitude Water cycle Revisit rivers
Map skills - environmental 

regions of Europe, Russia, North 
and South America 

Words children should 
already know

centimetre, kilometre local, 
locality, location, descend, 
sediment and aqueduct

anticlockwise, thermometer, 
clockwise, hemisphere and parallel 

centimetre, millimetre, millilitre 
transport, transfer, measure and 

aqueduct

centimetre, kilometre local, locality, 
location, descend, sediment and 

aqueduct

equator, latitude, longitude, 
location, physical, polar, regions, 

temperate and tropical

Tier 2 Vocabulary 
raging, tumble, cascading, 

precipice, iconic and 
turbulent

coordinate, parellel, determine, 
circumnavigate, constitutes and 

straddle

infiltrate, sequence, reoccurring, 
pollution, consequence and 

permeate

raging, tumble, cascading, 
precipice, iconic and turbulent

arid, bountiful, locality, major, rapid 
and vibrant

Tier 3 Vocabulary 
rivulet, estuary, flood plain, 
tributary, confluence and 

hannel 

latitude, longitude, horizontal, 
vertical, meridian and equator

groundwater, precipitation, 
condensation, transpiration, 
percolation and evaporate

rivulet, estuary, flood plain, 
tributary, confluence and hannel 

biome, climate, environmental, 
equatorial, Mediterranean and 

tropic

Year 5

Topic World cities, biomes and 
environmental regions Four and Six Figure Grid References Revisit world cities, biomes and 

environmental regions
Ordnance Survey (OS) map skills and 

fieldwork

Words children should 
already know

centimetre, kilometre, thermometer 
hemisphere, local, locality, location, 

latitude, lateral, parallel and parameter

centimetre, kilometre, thermometer, 
hemisphere, latitude, lateral, parallel and 

parameter

centimetre, kilometre, thermometer 
hemisphere, local, locality, location, 

latitude, lateral, parallel and parameter

compass, features, location, physical, 
region, symbol, ordnance survey, key, scale, 

grid references and sustainable

Tier 2 Vocabulary arid, fertile, densely, exceptional, craggy 
and scenery

parallel, horizontal, reference, degrees, co-
ordinates and intersect

arid, fertile, densely, exceptional, craggy 
and scenery

contrast, intersect, slope, solar farm, 
turbine and undulating

Tier 3 Vocabulary continent, latitudes, longitude, equator, 
hemisphere and biome

latitude, longitude, meridian, hemisphere, 
nothings and eastings

continent, latitudes, longitude, equator, 
hemisphere and biome

coordinates, contour line, eastings, 
northings, plateau and terrain

Year 6

Topic Physical processes - Earthquakes, 
mountains and volcanoes 

Human and physical geography: 
economic, settlement and trade links

Comparison study of North America, 
Europe and UK Orienteering: map and fieldwork skills

Words children should 
already know

earthquake, volcano, collide, explosive, 
towering, lava and origin

physical, human (features), terrain, 
settlement, population and inhabitants

local, locality, location, centimetre, 
kilometre, thermometer, latitude, lateral, 
longitude, sediment, region, biome and 

terrain

compass, contour, co-ordinates, eastings, 
features, human, intersect, location, 

Ordnance Survey, 
northings, physical and reference 

Tier 2 Vocabulary viscous, churning, buckle, disaster, 
devastation and magnitude

location, resource, distribute, employ, 
reproduction and consumption

equivalent, contrast, erosion,  inhospitable, 
moderately and prosper 

aerial, appreciate, coniferous, distinctive, 
participant and randomised 

Tier 3 Vocabulary epicentre, fissure, dormant, magma, moten 
and mantle

trade, economy, navigable, lowland, 
migrant and refugee

orogeny, glaciation, temperate, tectonic, 
summit and altitude

checkpoint, control, legend, navigate, 
orientate and orienteering


